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Context of the school:
Cults Academy is a non-denominational six year comprehensive school servicing parts of
Aberdeen City. Its catchment is varied but predominately private housing. Almost all our pupils
come from deciles 8 – 10 in the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation.
Every year 10% of pupils attend from out with our catchment. The pupil population is fairly
international due to the oil industry although the percentage of pupils requiring EAL is low, 25
pupils are registered for Free School Meals, 2 pupil are “Looked After” and 28 have an IEP.
The school roll for 2016/17 was 1012. The S1 intake was 174 and the S6 year group was 168.
Our building opened in October 2009 and is managed by Robertson’s Facility Management. It
is designed to bring maximum natural light into corridors and classrooms. Openness and
transparency is encouraged by the use of glass and “break out areas” so that all areas of the
building are seen as learning areas.
Currently there is 69.9 full time equivalent teaching staff. The Senior Management Team
consists of Head Teacher, three Depute Head Teachers and a Resources Manager. There are
eight Faculty Principal Teachers, six Teachers of Pupil Support and a Pupil Support
(Curriculum). The school has an entitlement of four full time equivalent Pupil Support
Assistants.
The structure of the school is based around Faculties bringing together each curricula area.
Pupils are organised into five Houses and start each day in vertical tutor groups.
Since session 2014-15 we have had a dedicated Principal Teacher Pupil Support for S6 to
oversee the support for our larger S6 cohort with particular emphasis in transition beyond
school.
A team of Quality Improvement Officers visited the school in May 2017 to evaluate the quality
of the Learning, Teaching and Assessment that pupils experience.
The school is well supported by Parent Council and a very active PTA. Parents engage very
well with the school, with attendance at Parents’ Evenings very high.
The quality All areas in the report reflect the strong work ethic of staff and a willingness to
embrace change. Most pupils aspire to work well and there is a very strong sense of loyalty
and community in the school.
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School vision statement:
The school aims were revised in in session 2013 – 14. This involved consultation with all staff
and with parents – via the Parent Council and PTA. Assemblies were held with pupil focus
groups and consultations were also carried out via the vertical Tutor Groups.

“Our aim is for all pupils to feel valued in an environment that gives them the opportunity to
become successful learners, confident individuals, responsible citizens and effective
contributors to society”.

VISION

VALUES
Through our language,
actions and attitude we show

At Cults Academy, pupils and
staff together work to create
a school where we are

 Respect

 Growing our Potential

 Pride in Self and Others

 Supporting our Community

 Resilience

 Creating our Futures

 Fairness
 Responsibility

Vision and Value Boards are on display in the foyer to welcome visitors to the building and are
posted around the school to encourage pupils to contribute towards our vision. The enhanced
P7 curriculum programme 2016 – 2017 included a mini project form selected curricular areas
taking our Vision and Values as a starting point. The new session in August starts with
Assemblies on our Vision and Values and these are revisited periodically throughout the year.
From staff discussions we have identified a need to link our Vision & Values more closely to the
work in the classroom. This will articulate with our 2017 -18 plan for Rights Respecting School
and our PEF Plan which will require a clear focus on “Respect”.
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High Level Review of School Improvement Plan Progress 2016-2017
2016-2017 Improvement Priority 1: Achieving a Level
NIF Priority

NIF Driver

1. Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and
numeracy
2. Closing the attainment gap between the most and least
disadvantaged children
3. Improvement in children and young people’s health and
wellbeing
4. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive
school-leaver destinations for all young people








School leadership
Teacher professionalism
Parental engagement
Assessment of children’s progress
School Improvement
Performance Information

HGIOS?4 QIs
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement
2.4 Personalised support
1.2 Leadership of learning
2.5 Family learning
1.3 Leadership of change
2.6 Transitions
1.4 Leadership of management and staff
2.7 Partnerships
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement
2.2 Curriculum
3.2 Securing children’s progress (ELC)
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability
Progress: What has taken place? (High level evaluation)
 Staff attendance at local and National moderation events
 English/Maths ASG moderation events and transition jotters introduced
 English levels/work submitted to ACC as part of Quality Assurance exercise and feedback received
 Staff dialogue around National Benchmarks and agreement recorded at Faculty Meetings
 FPTs Quality Assure practice across classes
 English & Maths moderation discussed beyond school with QAMSO and relevant subject Curriculum Officers
 All Faculty PTs attended workshop with Insight Officer (Jill Pringle) on tracking any attainment anomalies.
Impact: Evidence of impact
 PTs report and Faculty minutes reveal Increased staff confidence in using Professional Judgement on
achieving a Level
 During Faculty Focus visits, SMT found many pupils asked were able to articulate where they are in a level
and what they need to move on.
 All BGE Reports to parents record Level Achieved
 ASG P7 transfer piloting use of 5 “blobs” on a contiunuem to show progress through a level, where 1 is
starting out on next level and 5 is almost achieved.
 Maths & English have Local Authority early progress data for new S1 pupils in advance of transfer
 Class resources see increased reference to Benchmarks and Success Criteria.
Next Steps: To inform Improvement Plan
 Whole School Action Plan on using Benchmarks to create more focussed Success Criteria and Learning
Intentions
 Increase ASG Moderation beyond English and Maths (if Primary capacity allows – Music?)
 Link application of skills (DYW Priority) to Learning Intentions and Success Criteria.
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2016-2017 Improvement Priority 2: Teaching and Learning
NIF Priority

NIF Driver

1. Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and
numeracy
2. Closing the attainment gap between the most and least
disadvantaged children
3. Improvement in children and young people’s health and
wellbeing
4. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive
school-leaver destinations for all young people








School leadership
Teacher professionalism
Parental engagement
Assessment of children’s progress
School Improvement
Performance Information

HGIOS?4 QIs
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement
1.2 Leadership of learning
1.3 Leadership of change
1.4 Leadership of management and staff
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection
2.2 Curriculum
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment
Progress: What has taken place? (High level evaluation)
 Focus Visit to Science Faculty (BGE) – Nov 2016
- Findings shared with Faculty

SMT Learning Walk S2 Jan 2017

Co-operative Learning – 42 teachers now attended

Active TLC on AifL sharing good practice

Survey of wider achievement S1 – S4, Feb 2017

Outdoor Learning Policy created.

2.4 Personalised support
2.5 Family learning
2.6 Transitions
2.7 Partnerships
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement
3.2 Securing children’s progress (ELC)
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability

Impact: Evidence of impact
 Departmental Visits show pupils are confident in use of Success Criteria and Learning Intentions to support
their learning in many lessons. Increase in professional conversations around Learning and Teaching
approaches.
 Co-operative Learning approaches becoming more widespread increasing pupil participation in some lessons
 Outdoor Learning Plan established, principles of Inclusion, Progress and Equity introduced to Activities Week
and links pupil experiences to growth mind-set approaches
 PTPS and PT Health & Wellbeing have analysed Survey of Wider Achievement and pupils with nil
involvement highlighted for intervention August 2017. Non participating pupils targeted and encouraged to
attend.
Next Steps: To inform Improvement Plan
 Revisit AifL at Whole School Level to achieve greater consistency
 Staff workshops (Inset Day) on sharing good practice, focussing on “Feedback”
 All Faculties to include AifL in Improvement Plans and regular feature at Faculty Meetings monitored by DHT
Link
 Engage with ACC refresh training on AifL.
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2016-2017 Improvement Priority 3: learning Technologies/Google Classroom
NIF Priority

NIF Driver

1. Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and
numeracy
2. Closing the attainment gap between the most and least
disadvantaged children
3. Improvement in children and young people’s health and
wellbeing
4. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive
school-leaver destinations for all young people








School leadership
Teacher professionalism
Parental engagement
Assessment of children’s progress
School Improvement
Performance Information

HGIOS?4 QIs
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement
2.4 Personalised support
1.2 Leadership of learning
2.5 Family learning
1.3 Leadership of change
2.6 Transitions
1.4 Leadership of management and staff
2.7 Partnerships
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement
2.2 Curriculum
3.2 Securing children’s progress (ELC)
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability
Progress: What has taken place? (High level evaluation)
 Google Trainers providing training and support to all staff.
 In-Service dedicated differentiated workshops following a survey of need
 All pupils given access
 Parents informed at Parents’ Evenings, Parents informed via Newsletter
 All Faculties access to Chromebooks, etc as required.

Impact: Evidence of impact
 Parental Surveys completed on 31st January 2017 at S3 Parents Evening - 91/105 respondents said they
were aware of their child using Google Classroom for homework.
 Faculty Reviews evidence all Departments using Google with appreciation of the role of Google Trainers
 Pupils increasingly using Google Classroom in their presentations in classes and wider audience eg P7
Parents Information Evening
 All Departments have access to Chromebooks as required
 Google Classroom replaced Show my Homeowork. Reduction in Discipline Forms and Cause for Concern
letters relating to homework suggests pupils engaging positively with Google Classroom for homework and
study resources. Quicker feedback to pupils reported by staff and pupils.
Next Steps: To inform Improvement Plan
 New Google Trainers appointed to replace staff leaving
 Continue to share good practice and capitalising on areas of expertise
 Pupil Training approaches to be developed , offer drop in sessions, peer led for pupils (Google Champion?)
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2016-2017 Improvement Priority 4: 360° Safe
NIF Priority

NIF Driver

1. Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and
numeracy
2. Closing the attainment gap between the most and least
disadvantaged children
3. Improvement in children and young people’s health and
wellbeing
4. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive
school-leaver destinations for all young people








School leadership
Teacher professionalism
Parental engagement
Assessment of children’s progress
School Improvement
Performance Information

HGIOS?4 QIs
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement
2.4 Personalised support
1.2 Leadership of learning
2.5 Family learning
1.3 Leadership of change
2.6 Transitions
1.4 Leadership of management and staff
2.7 Partnerships
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement
2.2 Curriculum
3.2 Securing children’s progress (ELC)
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability
Progress: What has taken place? (High level evaluation)
 Committee established
 Policy well underway, complete early in new session
 Responsible User Agreement produced and audited by S1 via Focus Groups and PLP classes with pupil
feedback
 P7 packs included new Pupil Form
 New Responsible User Agreement ready for launch August 2017 with all pupils
 DHT presented and demonstrated at Parent Council.

Impact: Evidence of impact
 Increased pupil ownership of online responsibilities. Pupil input into process Focus Groups representing all
ages received the Responsible User Agreement (RUA)and sections of 360° Policy – suggestions discussed
and some implemented.
 All S1 pupils reviewed the RUA and rewrote it demonstrating understanding and ownership.
 All staff had input into the Staff Response Section of the Policy and feedback was acted upon.
 Greater clarity among staff and pupils re online safety and consequences of abuse
 Increased monitoring for early detection of misuse
 In house protocols match National best practice advice.
Next Steps: To inform Improvement Plan
 Complete 360° Safe Policy and submit to ACC
 Keep monitoring and refreshing new forms in light of feedback
 Build link into Rights Respecting School discussion focussing on Respect
 No further Action Plans required – monitor only
 Cults Academy to host Online Safety Seminars for pupils and parents – 3rd October 2017.
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Core Quality Indicator Evaluations
Quality Indicator

School Self-Evaluation

1.3 Leadership of change

4

2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment

3

3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equity and inclusion

4

3.2 Raising attainment and achievement

5

6
5
4
3
2
1

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Satisfactory
Weak
Unsatisfactory

outstanding sector leading
major strengths
important strengths with some aspects for Improvement
strengths just outweigh weaknesses
important weaknesses
major weaknesses
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Capacity for continuous improvement statement
All Faculty High Level Reviews evidence a commitment to continuous improvement and a
positive approach to change when focussed on improving outcomes for our pupils.
While SQA Attainment is the main driver for almost all our pupils and parents an increased
focus on the BGE is evident in all Reviews and Action Plans for 2017 - 18
BGE
In the Junior Stage an expanding range of assessment approaches – often via Google
Classroom – is supporting our capacity for improvement. Increasingly, Faculties are using
Insight Date to influence change to curriculum content and assessment in the Juniro stage.
S2 Standardised Assessments (SOSCA) show a positive score in all three areas:Overall Mathematics +3.7
Overall Reading
+1.8
Overall Science
+4.8
While this is only one measure, it is an improvement on previous results and is reinforced by
the improvement in the final S3 Survey of CfE Levels

2016
2017

Maths
3
58.14%
17.16%

4
33.72%
31.60%

N.Ent
8.14%
0.59%

English
2
3
4
79.65% 13.37%
0.59% 15.38% 82.84%

N Ent
6.98%
1.13%

Senior Phase
S4 attainment remains strong with almost all pupils overtaking their MIDYIS predicted
grades in National qualifications. The predicted grades vs actual attainment report shows all
subjects are adding value at this stage with the exception this year of Spanish, which is a
one off and not a comparator pattern. Analysis reveals that a very small S4 cohort or 16
pupils, 10 candidates presented for N5 all achieved a good award, a grade A, but that 6
pupils did not complete N5 and were awarded a N4 award. Individual pupil profiles reveal a
number of factors affecting these results such as attendance, medical or disengagment. In
Insight Nat 5 Spanish for S4 has a positive course comparator of 0.39 with all S4/S5-S6
presentations having a 0.13 course comparitioagainst City CCV of -0.16.
Art & Design shows a -0.1 which is not significant in this measure and is part of an improving
record.
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Insight Graphs
Improving Attainment for All – Complementary Tarriff Points

S4
Insight analysis for attainment at end of S4 shows that we are out preforming our comparator
schools in every measure (20, 60, 20)

S5
This positive pattern is evident in S5 attainment with narrower differentials in the top 20%.
Given the range of tariff points in this measure, increasing headroom is more challenging
when “H” bandings are maintained Nationally.

S6
S6 measures remsin positive in all three categories
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Local Benchmarking – Attainment vs Deprviation

SIMD 4 = 2 pupils
SIMD 6 = 15 pupils
SIMD 7 = 6 pupils

S4

SIMD 3 = 1 Pupil

S5

SIMD 2 Low SIMD = 1 pupil

S6

Breakdown by SIMD components show we are preforming aboe national benchmarks in all
measures except one pupil in SIMD 3 in S5.
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Improving Attainment for All – Complementary Tarriff Points by Gender

S4 Male
S4 Female
In S4 both male and femal attainment is greater than comparator school. The much greater
differential in females in highest 20% is partially explained by the number of S4 girls doing a “H”
language.

S5 Male
S5 Female
Please to see there are no obvious extremes between gendar although S5 females showing less
added value, (not significant) than males.

S6 Male

S6 Female
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Progression
2015
English – 133/206 A @ N5 progressed to 74 A @ Higher
Maths – 108/206 A @ N5 progressed to 54 A at Higher
2016
English – 95/181 A @ N5 progressed to 59 A at Higher
Maths – 88/181 A @ N5 progressed to 52 A at Higher
By end of S4
6 or more at Level 5 (National)
2015 – 141/206
2016 – 112/181
2017 – 103/172
By end of S5
5 or more at level 6 (Higher)
2015 – 96/181
2016 – 95/190
2017 – 85/168
Pupils attaining 5As at Higher in S5
2015 – 29/181
2016 – 36/190
2017 – 30/168
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IMPROVEMENT PLAN 2017-2018
Cults Academy

PART TWO: School Improvement Plan 2017-2018
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Key Priorities informing Improvement Planning - National, Local and School 2017-2018
National Priorities
Cross Cutting Themes

NIF Priority 1:
Improvement in attainment,
particularly in literacy and
numeracy
NIF Priority 2:
Closing the attainment gap
between the most and least
disadvantaged children.

ECS Themes




Expansion of early years in line with Scottish Government advice
Continue supporting the development of inclusive practices.
Continued strategic rollout of Google classroom

Please note
 1+2 Roll out of programme to primary 4 and 5.
 Locality plans and emerging partnership forum plans
Improvement in Attainment: Literacy and Numeracy
 ACC strategy advice and guidance on developing literacy and
numeracy
Closing the attainment gap






NIF Priority 3:
Improvement in children and
young people’s health and
wellbeing.

School Improvement Plan Priorities

Effective use of data to inform PEF priorities
Continued rollout of GIRFEC including the Implementation of
partnership forums
Establish forums for sharing best practice
Continue to develop effective assessment and moderation practices
Parental engagement strategy

Communities Experiencing Socio-Economic Disadvantage



Poverty Proofing Schools
Improve support with children and young people with mental health
needs

School Improvement Priority 1
To further develop effective practice in Planning for Learning
and Assessment using AifL Strategies with a focus on
feedback to learners.
School Improvement Priority 2
To further develop expertise in using Benchmarks to create
Success Criteria and Learning Intentions to support young
people in achieving a Level.
See also PEF Plan
School Improvement Priority 4
Rights Respecting School Award – To achieve Charter status
by end of session.
See also “Cost of the School Day Policy”

NIF Priority 4:
Improvement in employability
skills and sustained, positive
school-leaver destinations for all
young people.

Developing the Young Workforce


Development and implementation of Developing Young Workforce
Strategy
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School Improvement Priority 3
To increase awareness of DYW agenda and progression of
development of skills among learners.

Improvement Plan 2017-2018
Improvement Priority 1: Year of 1 of 3
To further Develop effective practice in Planning for Learning and Assessment using
AifL Strategies in all classrooms

Lead Responsible: SMT/FPTs

NIF Priorities

Focus HGIOS?4 Quality Indicators
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement
1.2 Leadership of learning
1.3 Leadership of change
1.4 Leadership of management and staff
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection
2.2 Curriculum
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment
2.4 Personalised support
2.5 Family learning
2.6 Transitions
2.7 Partnerships
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement
3.2 Securing children’s progress (ELC)
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability

1. Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and
numeracy
2. Closing the attainment gap between the most and least
disadvantaged children
3. Improvement in children and young people’s health and
wellbeing
4. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive
school leaver destinations for all young people
Linked to National Improvement Driver(s)
Assessment of
Children’s Progress
School Leadership

Teacher
Professionalism

Parental
Engagement

School Improvement

Curriculum for Excellence – Entitlements for all children and young people
1. Every child and young person is entitled to experience a curriculum which is coherent from 3 to 18
2. Every child and young person is entitled to experience a broad general education
3. Every young person is entitled to experience a senior phase where he or she can continue to develop the four capacities and also obtain qualifications.
4. Every child and young person is entitled to develop skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work, with a continuous focus on literacy and numeracy and health and wellbeing
5. Every child and young person is entitled to personal support to enable them to gain as much as possible from the opportunities which Curriculum for Excellence can provide
6. Every young person is entitled to support in moving into a positive and sustained destination

Improvement Priority 1 Intended Outcome(s):


Increase consistency across all Faculties with the use of AifL strategies



Focus on improved feedback to Learners using AifL approaches



Roll out ACC refresh training of AifL and in-house TLC findings
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Improvement Priority 1: Year of 1 of 3:
Specific Actions

Resource
Time / People
/ CLPL

Measures of Success
How will we know?

Timescale

Progress
On Track

(Performance Data / Documentation /
Challenge Questions / Stakeholders’ Views)

Behind
Schedule

Intended Impact
What difference will it make to
learners?

Not Actioned

Teacher Engagement in Faculty AifL
discussion and implementation.
Formative Assessment evidence as a
integral part of learning.
Teachers engage in Faculty activities to
ensure holistic assessments demonstrate
robust and reliable approaches to
assessing pupil progress, and identifying
next steps in learning.
Teachers plan for assessment through
rich learning experiences, supporting
learners to make connections across
learning and link E & Os.

All Staff

Faculty
Groups

Faculty
Groups

Faculty Meetings to focus regularly on
AifL across Department.
Consistency of use in all classes. Will
be measured by classroom
observation sampling by FPTs & SMT
(DHT, Faculty Link monitors progress.
Professional dialogue informs quality
assurance and robustness leading to
increased teacher confidence and
increase in attainment.
All staff know and apply the same
standards when planning assessment
activities. A wide range of assessment
tools used across all classes will
measure pupils learning.

Sept
2017
July 2018
Oct  April
2018

SeptJuly
2018

All learners will receive accurate
information on their current
strengths and next steps in learning
through consistent, reliable and
meaningful assessment activities.

Increased teacher confidence
results in learners being clear (and
able to articulate) on next steps
through accurate feedback.
Most pupils will demonstrate an
ability to apply their knowledge and
skills in real life contexts through the
provision of carefully planned
assessment tasks.

Monitoring and Evaluative Comments / Impact – Evidence of Excellence and Equity through the plan
(To be completed during the course of the session to inform the audit for SQUIP 2018-2019.)
Evaluation:


How confident are we that all learners experiencing activities which are varied,
differentiated, active and provide effective support and challenge?



How well do we communicate the purpose of learning and give effective
explanations for all learners?



How well do our questioning strategies enhance the learners’ experience and
enable higher-order thinking skills?



How well do we make use of a range of valid, reliable and relevant assessment
tools and approaches to support the improvement of young people’s learning?
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Evidence:
Examples:






X no of classes visited & high level support and challenge observed.
Pupil -sample groups (2 per year group?) able to articulate the
purpose of their topics/tasks
Class tasks/class resources take pupils beyond understanding to
applying and analysing their learning.
Workbooks, jotters etc in every class show evidence of a range of
AifL assessment and feedback approaches.
All pupils able to describe a range of approaches experienced.

Improvement Plan 2017-2018
Improvement Priority 2: 2 Year of 3
To further develop effective practice in assessment and moderation using the
Benchmarks to create Success Criteria/Learning Intentions and achieving a Level

Lead Responsible: SMT/FPTs

NIF Priorities

Focus HGIOS?4 Quality Indicators

Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and numeracy

1.6 Self-evaluation for self-improvement
1.7 Leadership of learning
1.8 Leadership of change
1.9 Leadership of management and staff
1.10
Management of resources to promote
equity
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection
2.2 Curriculum
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment
2.4 Personalised support
2.5 Family learning
2.6 Transitions
2.7 Partnerships
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement
3.2 Securing children’s progress (ELC)
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability

5. Closing the attainment gap between the most and least
disadvantaged children
6. Improvement in children and young people’s health and
wellbeing
7. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive
school leaver destinations for all young people
Linked to National Improvement Driver(s)
Assessment of
Children’s Progress
School Leadership

Teacher
Professionalism

Parental
Engagement

School Improvement

Curriculum for Excellence – Entitlements for all children and young people
1. Every child and young person is entitled to experience a curriculum which is coherent from 3 to 18
2. Every child and young person is entitled to experience a broad general education
3. Every young person is entitled to experience a senior phase where he or she can continue to develop the four capacities and also obtain qualifications.
4. Every child and young person is entitled to develop skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work, with a continuous focus on literacy and numeracy and health and wellbeing
5. Every child and young person is entitled to personal support to enable them to gain as much as possible from the opportunities which Curriculum for Excellence can provide
6. Every young person is entitled to support in moving into a positive and sustained destination

Improvement Priority 2 Intended Outcome(s):


Increased confidence in Professional judgement in CfE level achieved



High quality moderation activities (Faculty, ASG, Local, national) informing judgements



More effective planning for learning, assessment and moderation linked to the application of skills in real life contexts



Increased attainment for Learners
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Improvement Priority 2: 2 Year of 3
Specific Actions

Resource
Time / People
/ CLPL

Measures of Success
How will we know?

Timescale

On Track

(Performance Data / Documentation /
Challenge Questions / Stakeholders’ Views)

Behind Schedule

Intended Impact
What difference will it make to
learners?

Not Actioned

DHT/Faculty
Groups

Professional Dialogue of Assessments
created for planning stage through to
moderation link to ASG moderation
where appropriate.

Sep 17 
June 2018

Teachers engage moderation activities
informing judgements on level achieved.
Moderation linked to Benchmarks.

PT & Teaching
staff

Moderation ensures Success Criteria
focus on learning (not task). All staff
confident in use of Benchmarks.

In-Service
Days

Consistency in use of Success Criteria
and Learning Intentions linked to
Benchmarks across Faculties to ensure
appropriate pupil pathways (next steps).

Teaching staff

Clear understanding of the role of
Success Criteria and Learning
Intentions to support pupil learning.
Activities at Faculty Meetings will
increase staff confidence in this area.
Sharing good practice within and
across Faculties.

Aug 17 
June 18
Faculty
Meetings

Teacher engagement in planning for
moderation using NAR flowchart,
planned learning and assessment
evidence leading to moderation through
professional engagement.

Progress

Consistent moderation of reliable
assessments will increase pupil
attainment as a result of the cycle
of planning for learners being
underpinned by teaching and
assessment moderation.
Teacher feedback and
assessment judgements give
pupils accurate information on
their learning, leading to all
learners receiving appropriate
challenge.
Through a consistent approach to
learning outcomes and success
criteria, pupils will be clearer on
what they are learning and what is
required to be successful.

Monitoring and Evaluative Comments / Impact – Evidence of Excellence and Equity through the plan
(To be completed during the course of the session to inform the audit for SQUIP 2018-2019.)
Evaluation:

Evidence:



How well do we record, analyse and use assessment information to identify
development needs for individual learners and specific groups?



How well do we apply a wide variety of innovating and creative resources and
teaching approaches?



How well do we link Success Criteria and Learning Intentions, to pupils
progress, including when using Digital Technologies?
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Improvement Plan 2017-2018
Improvement Priority 3 : Year of 1 of 3
Developing Young Workforce

Lead Responsible: AMU/CM
(L R & C MacK)

NIF Priorities

Focus HGIOS?4 Quality Indicators
1.11
Self-evaluation for self-improvement
1.12
Leadership of learning
1.13
Leadership of change
1.14
Leadership of management and staff
1.15
Management of resources to promote
equity
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection
2.2 Curriculum
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment
2.4 Personalised support
2.5 Family learning
2.6 Transitions
2.7 Partnerships
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement
3.2 Securing children’s progress (ELC)
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability

8. Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and
numeracy
9. Closing the attainment gap between the most and least
disadvantaged children
10. Improvement in children and young people’s health and
wellbeing
11. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive
school leaver destinations for all young people
Linked to National Improvement Driver(s)
Assessment of
Children’s Progress
School Leadership

Teacher
Professionalism

Parental
Engagement

School Improvement

Curriculum for Excellence – Entitlements for all children and young people
1. Every child and young person is entitled to experience a curriculum which is coherent from 3 to 18
2. Every child and young person is entitled to experience a broad general education
3. Every young person is entitled to experience a senior phase where he or she can continue to develop the four capacities and also obtain qualifications.
4. Every child and young person is entitled to develop skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work, with a continuous focus on literacy and numeracy and health and wellbeing
5. Every child and young person is entitled to personal support to enable them to gain as much as possible from the opportunities which Curriculum for Excellence can provide
6. Every young person is entitled to support in moving into a positive and sustained destination

Improvement Priority 1 Intended Outcome(s):


Increased awareness throughout the whole school community of DYW agenda across all areas of the curriculum



Learners will experience a greater relevance to the World of Work through subject lessons



Business partners will have an increased involvement and planned, high quality interactions to support teachers and pupils in
development of skills.
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Improvement Priority 3: Year of 1 of 3
Specific Actions

Resource
Time / People /
CLPL

Measures of Success
How will we know?

Timescal
e

(Performance Data / Documentation /
Challenge Questions / Stakeholders’ Views)

Progress
On Track
Behind
Schedule

Intended Impact
What difference will it make to
learners?

Not Actioned

All staff aware of DYW to promote
participation in the Audit. Whole Staff
event organised for t Inset Day day 3 or
4
All Faculties understand the link
between subjects and World of Work –
to make learning relevant to Skills for
Life and Skills for Work.

End Oct
2017

Greater understanding to the
relevance of taught subjects to the
World of Work.

To utilise links with SDS to raise
awareness

SMT/PTPS/WE
Coordinator/DYW
Steering Group
Established
SMcC to attend
EMT

ByOct
2017

Pupils able to recognise relevance
of studies to future work
opportunities and able to transfer
skills to new scenarios

DYW Whole School self-evaluation
including curricular links with business
and enterprise.

All
Faculties/Steering
Group

Completion of audit providing data for
central planning & monitoring.

By Oct
2017

Collaborative work will lead to
meaningful interaction with partners
supporting the development of
skills.

Whole School understanding of
employability skills and links to learning
shared.

HT & Steering
Group

Staff and pupils can breakdown
employability skills into aspects of their
own learning and teaching to facilitate
skills progression

School Rep to attend any DYW Events
Local/National and cascade information
to staff.

In-Service
Day 2

Pupils can articulate a progression
of skills in their learner pathway.

Monitoring and Evaluative Comments / Impact – Evidence of Excellence and Equity through the plan
(To be completed during the course of the session to inform the audit for SQUIP 2018-2019.)
Evaluation:

Evidence:



How well do we ensure learners are aware of opportunities in the World of
Work?



How well do our approaches to young people’s learning support them to
recognise the skills for learning, life and work?



Do we make the best use of partners to provide opportunities for young people
to develop skills and achieve?



Is the entitlement of learners to Learning for Sustainability being met?
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Improvement Plan 2017-2018
Improvement Priority 4 : Year of 1 of 3
Rights Respecting School Award

Lead Responsible: KMacD/BO’D

NIF Priorities

Focus HGIOS?4 Quality Indicators
1.16
Self-evaluation for self-improvement
1.17
Leadership of learning
1.18
Leadership of change
1.19
Leadership of management and staff
1.20
Management of resources to promote
equity
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection
2.2 Curriculum
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment
2.4 Personalised support
2.5 Family learning
2.6 Transitions
2.7 Partnerships
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement
3.2 Securing children’s progress (ELC)
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability

12. Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and
numeracy
13. Closing the attainment gap between the most and least
disadvantaged children
14. Improvement in children and young people’s health and
wellbeing
15. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive
school leaver destinations for all young people
Linked to National Improvement Driver(s)
Assessment of
Children’s Progress
School Leadership

Teacher
Professionalism

Parental
Engagement

School Improvement

Curriculum for Excellence – Entitlements for all children and young people
1. Every child and young person is entitled to experience a curriculum which is coherent from 3 to 18
2. Every child and young person is entitled to experience a broad general education
3. Every young person is entitled to experience a senior phase where he or she can continue to develop the four capacities and also obtain qualifications.
4. Every child and young person is entitled to develop skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work, with a continuous focus on literacy and numeracy and health and wellbeing
5. Every child and young person is entitled to personal support to enable them to gain as much as possible from the opportunities which Curriculum for Excellence can provide
6. Every young person is entitled to support in moving into a positive and sustained destination

Improvement Priority

Intended Outcome(s):

1. Increased awareness across whole school community (including parent forum) of UNICEF Rights of the Child
2. School organisation and processes
3. Pupils and staff are ambassadors for the rights of others
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Improvement Priority 4: Year 1 of 3
Specific Actions

Staff and Pupil Steering Group

Resource
Time / People
/ CLPL
B O’Donnell/K
MacDonald

Measures of Success
How will we know?

Timescale

On Track

(Performance Data / Documentation /
Challenge Questions / Stakeholders’
Views)

Pupil Forums held to stimulate pupils
interest
Audit complete and shared with
staff

Progress
Behind Schedule

Intended Impact
What difference will it make to
learners?

Not Actioned

September

Baseline Audit of all departments
leading to Action Plan

All Faculties

August October

Submit evidence

B O’Donnell/K
MacDonald

Recognition of Commitment (ROC)
Awarded

By October
Break

School Forum makes RRS Charter

Steering
Group

Charter shared with all and
Assessors visit

By Summer
2018

RRS Unit in S1 PLP

B O’Donnell/K
MacDonald

All pupils contribute to school award
via PLP

Throughout
session

Monitoring and Evaluative Comments / Impact – Evidence of Excellence and Equity through the plan
(To be completed during the course of the session to inform the audit for SQUIP 2018-2019.)
Evaluation:

Evidence:



How confident are we that all pupils and staff are fully aware and contribute to
RRS?



Are parents and partners involved in supporting RRS?



To what extent does our Curriculum provide opportunities to support UNICEF
rights of the Child?



Are we clear about the next step in going Level 1 accreditation?
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Continuing Development Work 2017-2018
Continued from session 2016-2017
ICT user strategy/Google Classroom/360° safe to enhance
Learning and Teaching
QI: 2.3; QI 3.3

Responsibilities
D Strang & Staff

Plan for further changes to SQA courses to meet new NQ
requirements. (Faculty Action Plans)
QI 2.2

FPTs and staff

Update of Positive Behaviour Policy in line with ACC Policy
QI 2.1 & QI 3.1

ER/CB/PTPS & staff

Continue emphasis on Co-operative Learning
QI 2.3

All staff

Universal Support – continue to develop the delivery of Universal
Support by all staff with staff training and support
QI 1.2

ER/PTPS & all staff

Roll out of electronic transfer of informative reports to parents
QI 2.7 & QI 3.2

BA and staff
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Excellence and Equity - Initial Pupil Equity Fund Plan
How are you ensuring excellence and equity for all learners in your school?
Removing Barriers and Closing the Gap –
All our work to interrupt the cycle of deprivation and its impact on children’s progress







Continued roll out of GIRFEC including use of ASG Partnership Forums.
Action Plans focussing on moderation practices and feedback to pupils.
‘Cost of the School Day’ Policy guiding Whole School practices.
Use of Google Classroom & Tweeting to increase Parental Engagement.
PEF Plan.

Pupil Equity Fund
Based on the rationale for QI 3.2, Raising Attainment and Achievement, what is your
planned use of PEF money for session 2017-2018?

Budget Allocation April 2017 = £10,800
Proposed Interventions

Impact Measurement

PEF document – see Appendix 1
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Summary of Improvement Plan 2017-2018
Participants

Engagement

Staff Initial discussion whole School Meeting 02.05.2017 Via
Faculties June/August 2017
Pupils Pupil Forums Sept 2017
Parents Parent Council Meeting 04.09.2017
Partners and D Simpson – ASG Outreach Volunteer
Volunteers
Associated First Meeting post August 2017
School Group
ASG First Meeting post August 2017 and ongoing
Partnership
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